Goldman Sachs: Industry leadership depends on digital talent transformation.

Create job-ready digital talent that delivers the diversity and innovation your business needs to stay competitive.

Disclaimer: Trademarked logo is the property of the trademark holder, who is not affiliated with Udacity.
Transform traditional banking with competencies aligned to your digital strategy.

Unlock data insights
Create predictive models to anticipate and improve outcomes. Scale data insights by building a Center of Excellence or creating citizen data scientists.

Personalized marketing and sales
Use data analytics and AI to better understand and predict customer behaviors and banking needs, enabling you to personalize marketing and boost customer engagement.

Assess, minimize, and manage risk
Leverage big data to improve risk assessments, streamline lending practices, create qualification predictions, and reduce risk-calculation time from many hours to mere minutes.

Harness the power of a hybrid cloud
Seamlessly migrate to a hybrid cloud model to meet compliance regulations, securely store sensitive data in private locations, and better position Goldman Sachs business for the future.

Safeguard against fraud
Use advanced analytics and machine learning to strike the balance between transaction approvals and declines, growing share of wallet and preventing fraud.

Launch digital initiatives faster
Develop a best-in-class, in-house team with the ability to quickly build and launch new solutions that improve customer stickiness.

Enable your talent in cutting-edge technologies with Udacity Nanodegree programs—including AI, data science, cloud computing, cybersecurity and more—to effectively accelerate your digital strategy.
Develop the edge Goldman Sachs needs to sustain future growth.

Traditional banking skills such as accounting, statistics, and business analytics are no longer enough to maintain leadership in the financial services industry.

Empower your employees to become leaders of digital transformation.

Udacity’s Talent Transformation Suite provides a proven playbook to achieve critical outcomes for Goldman Sachs, while ensuring immediate relevance with client expectations.

Create measurable business impact.
Improve customer experience with optimized products and services.

Expand career opportunities.
Attract and retain top industry talent by enabling mobility and entrepreneurial spirit.

Achieve diversity goals.
Increase your talent’s equity and representation with access to new competencies.
Udacity’s Talent Transformation Suite

Our experts work with you to design a tailored journey toward exceptional digital fluency. Gain competencies that matter to Goldman Sachs business outcomes, including AI-driven modeling and cloud migration.

Workshop
Assess talent gaps to accurately benchmark and prioritize innovation. Align organizational goals and define digital talent transformation strategy, with curated competencies.

Platform
Deploy our scalable Digital Competency Platform, optimized to enable job-ready digital talent. Highly focused content verifies core competencies through personalized feedback.

Impact
Achieve targeted results that increase competency and productivity. Consistently deliver quantifiable results to gain competitive advantage and increase profitability.
Udacity achieved **472% ROI** for Europe’s leading bank.

When select employees enrolled in Udacity for Enterprise programs customized for BNP Paribas, the digital talent transformation results were dramatic within the first year.

The bank was able to save nearly $1M in hiring costs by developing new competencies in AI and data science internally. It also was able to use data-driven decisions to service clients more efficiently and effectively.

BNP Paribas successfully reduced attrition among analysts and associates that had been looking to depart for marquee tech companies like Google and Amazon. Now, employees with institutional knowledge are empowered to diversify their competencies, and are better equipped to keep up with emerging technologies so BNP Paribas can sustain its leadership.
The best partner with the best.

Leader in the IDC MarketScape:
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Connect with your Udacity representative to discuss workforce challenges at Goldman Sachs.

Contact a specialist